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ABSTRACT

The quasars may have been undergoing two evolutionary processes

after they formed. As a result of the string loops shrinking at the

first stage, the luminosities of the quasars increased gradually up to

their maximum value at the redshift z ~ 2, after then the second

evolutionary stage began and the luminosity reduced. This result can

be fitted by lujninosity counting of quasars. Observable limit of quasars

can be obtained naturally. Many phenomena, such as radio morphology,

density distribution between fuzz structure and broad line region,

rotational curve may also originate from the first evolutionary stage

of quasars as cosmic string.
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The loops of cosmic string which may have been served as seeds for
galaxy formation are a result of symmetry breaking in grand unified gauge
theoriesJ1' 'I3' In an open universe, or baryon dominated universe with fl < 1,
the growth of density fluctuations stops at redshift z~40. ^ Witten'4! has
demonstrated that strings can behave as superconducting wires and thus
can have strong electromagnetic interactions. Moving through magnetized
cosmic plasmas, such strings can develop large currents and can be observed
as sources of synchrotron radiation. The luminosities of early evolutionary
stage of quasara may generally be written!*'

L =

where j = t'/imai and i M , = etj/ft = \/ne3/ft is maximum value of current
i. a is fine structure constant. In the grand unified theories, the mass per
unit length p, of cosmic strings is predicted to be ~ 10" g cm'1, and the
symmetry breaking mass scale r> of the strings is predicted to be ~ 10ISGev,
so, I'MM ~ 7 X lO^e.a.u.a"1 J'l

Galaxies and clusters of galaxies have evolved by gravitational insta-
bility from small density fluctuations, and by dissiptions. An important
dissipational effect in a baryon dominated universe is the Silk damping:
adiabatic density fluctuations are erased by photon viscosity on all mass
scales smaller than Afs<)t ~ 10"(fi>i2)-*JVfo. The lower cut-off of the mass
spectrum of fluctuations is at M ~ 1012MQ J^ This mass scale is the typical
scale of a large galaxy. We can also estimate the initial mass by scenario
of string shrinks. As a result of gravitational interact ion J31 shorten rate of
the length is

' 2-y, x 10*ems'1
dl M _ _,
— = — = n-t<,Gc
at ft

In a baryon-dominated universe, ft < 1, the string loop shrinking from its
initial time to the time when the current attained its maximum value, and
this time scale will be™10'

where
„(*) = * ( * ) - ! / * ( * ) - 2 Int(«
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and

and

- 1]*

f+1
For fl = 0.1, Ho = lOOfcms^'Mpc"1, -y, = 100, z' = 2, and a, = 40, the
initial length scale ij of string will be 2 x 102Scm and the initial mass will
be Mi = lUi ~ 10" Mo .

The loop will probably self-intersectl'l or twist into two or more main
loops. This results may explain a variety of structures of radio morphology.
The main loops were also undergoing self-intersect continually in very small
scale and fragment into very small died loops, the main loops will shrink
gradually, as it dose so, the current amplitudes grow as I'1 where I is the
lengh of the loop, so that t = »j/</(, and the current t increase from its initial
value'2' if ~ 5 x \0ue.s.u.s~1 up to its maximum value »'mM, and then the
distribution of died loops will be stopped at r' = r,»,/jmai = rjj, ~ 10l8cm,
where r supposed to be r = yR, R is radius of the loop. Those died loops
were gravitated by central force

- rM(r > T') - 2nGli >
r1 yr

and the Poisson distribution in the gravitational field is

r > r1

evolutionary stage of this string will be stopped until the radius of the loop
shrinking to the R', after then, the main loop will be quickly collapsed with
the rest whole system in the central force

and the Poisson distribution is

-^J

so, the density distribution will be

/> =
r>r'

r<r'

The died loops can not escape from gravitational field of main one if their
velocities are smaller than

r<r>

The velocities of the died loops keeping in constant value may explain
flat behaviour of rotational curves. For y = 4.66, the velocity will be
v ~ 300Jfcma~l.

As a result of self-gravitational interactions, the died string loops will
undergo evolution further more, they will condense into ionized hydrogen
clouds. Suppose e is the ratio value of the volume which occupied by the
clouds to the empty volume, and the density in the clouds will be

Pclaud —

and their electron densities are

TTlfl
• 6.5 x 10" —

As compared with the situation of the electron density n, of the broad
line region, at r ~ 1010 cm'5' and the fuzz or radio structures, at r ~
10Isem,l6l we obtain nB n 102 ~ 103cm~s|6' in the fuzz or radio structures,
and n, =; 1010 ~ 1011 cm"3 '5' in the broad line region, and we obtain
1.5 x 103 < t < 1.5 x 104.

As superconducting cosmic string, the initial evolutionary stage of the
quasars shrinks gradually, and at the same time the current in the string
loops increased continually up to its maximum value which have been pre-
dicted by string theory, and the luminosity of the quasar attained its max-
imum value either.

for i — 1, Lma, ~ VHPerga'1, the quasars had finished their first evolution-
ary stage after they were formed, then, the central of the quasars were not
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served as cosmic string, they might be like black holes eating their surround-
ing masses, the luminosities of the quasars decrease and began their second
evolutionary stage which has been known as exponential evolution'7''l10l

U = z < z'

The evolutionary process of first stage is unknown at present, but in
accordance with cosmic string theory that the luminosities of the first stage
were increase with cosmic time, we may write

Luminosity function counting of quasars shows that the number of the
quasars is not always increasing with appearent magnitude, after appearent
magnitude beyond 19.m5, the curve began flatJ8! It satisfied with

logiV2 = 0.86B - 15.70

where B is blue magnitude and

Vi = 0.38B - 6.38

B < 19m5

B > 19m5

In the sample of this group quasars, the 19."*5 magnitude corresponds to
the redshift z *- 2, that is the cut-off redshift of the string loop, and the
relationship between magnitude and redshift is

B = 16.4 + 5Iogj4(«) - 2.5a(z - z')loge z > z'

where the quantity A(z) is the bolometric luminosity distance,!9'
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For z' = 2, a = —1, f! = 0.1 and at z — 4, apparent magnitude wilt be
B ~ 23"l65, so it will hardly be observed by the telescopes at present.
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